Daily prefrontal closed-loop repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) produces progressive EEG quasi-alpha phase entrainment in depressed adults
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1. Introduction

Several forms of targeted neurostimulation can treat multiple diseases and psychiatric conditions [1–5]. An important issue for these approaches is how to focus the stimulation in both space (location) and time (relative to other brain events) [6–8]. This is particularly true in non-invasive neurostimulation such as TMS, where the ultimate therapeutic target site might be deep in the brain while the initial stimulation site is often located superficially. In the case of pharmacologically resistant major depressive disorder (MDD), the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) at 10 Hz over the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) as a treatment [5,9–11]. One of the earliest hypotheses held that rTMS might be an effective antidepressant because the proximal stimulation over DLPFC could cause changes in a circuit involving distal brain regions including the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and the subgenual ACC (sgACC), where these distal regions are believed to be linked to the disease state [12–14]. Evidence in support of this theory was reported by George and others [5,15].

The therapeutic mechanisms of TMS are thought to be mediated by connectivity between the stimulation site and deeper brain structures [16]. Functional imaging studies have observed significant functional connectivity between the ACC and DLPFC [17–20]. However, it is also well-known that functional connectivity can be dynamic, and thus the ability to affect distal regions via stimulation is likely impacted by these dynamics, i.e., the dose of the neurostimulation to the target area may depend on the timing of the rTMS to the stimulation site relative to the dynamics of the functional connectivity between the two sites.

A candidate for tracking the dynamics of the functional connectivity between the DLPFC and ACC is prefrontal alpha oscillation. Alpha oscillations have been implicated in network connectivity, with the phase of alpha linked to activation and release of inhibition across and within networks [19,21–24]. Alpha phase could therefore act as a gating mechanism where different phases in the cycle are associated with states of low and high excitability within the network. Hypothetically, there may be certain, potentially even subject-specific, phases in the alpha cycle where stimulation over DLPFC causes a greater effect at distal brain regions. This idea is consistent with research showing that the timing of stimulus onset relative to the phase of the alpha cycle influences perception [25–27].

An important and relatively under-explored question is whether it matters what phase the brain is in when a TMS pulse is delivered. Several groups have investigated synchronized TMS delivery to the alpha phase (or the mu/beta rhythm in the motor system) and have shown acute/transient effects suggesting that excitability is indexed by phase [28–30]. There are, however, ongoing debates, including over the size and anatomical location of effects [31–33]. All these studies assessed phase effects at relatively short time scales and have not examined effects of phase-synchronized rTMS applied over multiple weeks as part of a clinical intervention. Most have also studied the motor system and have used motor evoked potentials as their output marker. Notably, we have found in previous work that TMS-evoked BOLD response, particularly in the dorsal ACC, depends on the frontal alpha phase prior to TMS delivery [24,34]. The data we report here is part of a randomized, active-comparator controlled clinical trial in depression we are currently completing comparing phase dependent prefrontal TMS to the standard approach that does not take phase-dependence into account. The results from this clinical trial will show whether state-dependent, phase-locked stimulation may be more effective than conventional rTMS treatments.

In this paper, we consider whether phase dependent effects — entrainment — might persist across weeks when rTMS is synchronized to ongoing quasi-alpha (6–13 Hz) activity in the prefrontal cortex. Note that we have defined quasi-alpha as a slightly expanded bandwidth version of the traditional definition of alpha (8–12 Hz) due to early system tests trying to maximize prefrontal signal and be inclusive of more subjects (see Discussion section). We developed a novel closed-loop neurostimulation system (see Fig. 1) and used it to test the hypothesis that synchronized application across weeks of rTMS treatment might yield increased entrainment, as observed by the EEG dynamics after stimulation. We assessed entrainment using the inter-trial phase coherence (ITPC) measure, which is a metric to capture how consistent oscillatory phase is across an ensemble of event-locked trials [35,36], and examined how this measure changes over a period of weeks as rTMS is periodically applied either synchronized or unsynchronized to the preferred prefrontal quasi-alpha phase of an individual.

We investigated this hypothesis in a group of MDD patients as part of an ongoing double-blind clinical study, where one group receives rTMS synchronized to their quasi-alpha activity (SYNC), while another group receives the same stimulation, but the initial pulse in each train is not synchronized (UNSYNC). The phase at which we synchronized the first pulse in each TMS pulse train is based on a unique targeting approach using an integrated fMRI-EEG-TMS (fET) system (see Refs. [24,34,37] and supplemental material; another separate manuscript about the fET system is also in preparation [38]), where the preferred prefrontal alpha phase $\varphi_{pre}$ is the phase which yielded the strongest BOLD fMRI activation in the ACC. The method used to estimate $\varphi_{pre}$ is described in the Materials and Methods section and the supplementary material (see S1 in supplementary material for details). In this report, we focus on whether rTMS applied synchronized or unsynchronized to this preferred phase over 30 sessions of treatment impacts entrainment over time.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Subjects

This is an interim blinded analysis of an ongoing clinical trial. All EEG data for this randomized, double-blind, active comparator-controlled clinical trial (ClinicalTrials.gov ID: NCT03421808) was collected at the Medical University of South Carolina, SC, USA. 23 patients were consented and enrolled in the study, and 15 (see Table 1) were able to complete the rTMS treatment. 8 subjects dropped out for reasons including claustrophobia (N = 2, i.e., could not complete MRI), hospital admission due to severe depressive episodes (N = 1), and some participants could no longer make the time commitment for the study (N = 5). During enrollment, all
patients were randomly assigned to the SYNC or UNSYNC group before treatment. The inclusion criteria included diagnosis of unipolar MDD in a current major depressive episode, Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HRSD) score ≥ 20, age between 21 and 70, and fixed and stable antidepressant medications for 3 weeks prior to and during the trial. Patients also needed to show a moderate level of resistance to antidepressant treatment, defined as failure of one to four adequate medication trials, or intolerance to at least three trials. Primary exclusion criteria were that patients had to be able to undergo a 3T MRI scan as well as TMS treatment safely. To ensure that baseline level of depression severity was stable at the time of study enrollment, patients were dropped from the study if

Table 1
Number of patients in every group, average age, gender, and average (± standard deviation) duration of the current depressive episode in weeks are shown. The duration of the current depressive episode is used to describe how long an individual patient has been depressed during the present depressive episode. There is no significant difference between the SYNC and UNSYNC groups in age (p = 0.480 3) or duration of current depressive episode (p = 0.703 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th># of Patients</th>
<th>Age (y)</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Duration of Current Depressive Episode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SYNC</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>50.1 ± 10.5</td>
<td>6 F, 1 M</td>
<td>50.1 ± 39.9 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNSYNC</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>45.0 ± 15.9</td>
<td>6 F, 2 M</td>
<td>60.6 ± 60.5 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>47.4 ± 13.4</td>
<td>12 F, 3 M</td>
<td>55.7 ± 50.4 weeks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
they showed more than 30% improvement in the HRSD score from the time of their initial screening to the baseline assessment. A full list of inclusion and exclusion criteria can be found on ClinicalTrials.gov (https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03421808). This study was reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Board of Medical University South Carolina and written informed consent was obtained from all study participants prior to enrollment.

2.2. EEG setup for closed-loop EEG-rTMS

Head circumference was used to select an appropriately sized cap with 32 active EEG sensors (ActiCap Slim, Brain Products GmbH, Munich, Germany; [39]), which was placed on the patient’s head. Cap placement was verified by making sure the EEG sensor for channel Cz was located midway between nasion and inion as well as between the left and right preauricular points. Impedance was reduced to less than 10 kΩ for each electrode. EEG was sampled at 10 kHz using a biosignal amplifier (ActiChamp, Brain Products GmbH, Munich, Germany). This amplifier is designed to recover from electromagnetic artifacts related to a TMS pulse in less than 1 ms [see also 40]. No additional high-pass filters were applied before recording the data. Synchronized acquisition of all signals and experimental events was accomplished through the software framework Labstreaming Layer (LSL; see [41]) and all data was stored in extensible data format (XDF; [42]). Additional detailed information about the equipment setup and conduct with closed-loop EEG-rTMS system are available in S.1 to S.5 of the supplementary materials.

2.3. EEG preprocessing for post-hoc analysis

Prior to EEG analysis, a double exponential model was fit to the average post-pulse response from \( t = 17.5 \text{ ms} \) to \( t = \Delta \text{pul} \), which is the interval between pulses in a train, i.e., \( 1/\text{IF} \). This fit was then subtracted from the post-pulse response for all pulses in a session in order to suppress a slow instantaneous TMS artifact present in the EEG. This instantaneous TMS artifact was interpolated from \(-1 \text{ ms} \) to \( 17.5 \text{ ms} \). The entire EEG session was then low-pass filtered with a cut-off at 50 Hz and down-sampled to 250 Hz. Infomax-based Independent Component Analysis (ICA; see Ref. [43]) was then performed on each session for each subject independently. The CORRMAP [44] plugin for the EEGLAB MATLAB toolbox [45] was used to identify ocular artifacts across sessions and those components were subsequently removed from the EEG data. For consistency with other studies in this project, data was then re-referenced to electrode location TP10 (close to the right mastoid). The arithmetic mean was computed separately for every EEG channel and subtracted from every point in the time series for that channel.

Next, EEG data was segmented into two separate datasets (Pre and Post) for two separate calculations (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3). For dataset Pre, epochs were extracted from the intervals between two rTMS pulse trains. Only epochs of 2.5 s or longer were considered, and the longest epoch was 186.0 s long. The mean epoch length (interval between two rTMS pulse trains) was 15.6 s at a standard deviation of 75.3 s. For dataset Post, epochs were extracted from a time window \([0, 2.5] \text{ s}\) relative to the last (i.e., \( 40 \text{ ms}\)) pulse of each pulse train. A band-pass filter (FIR, \( 6 \pm 13 \text{ Hz} \), order \( 63 \)) was applied bi-directionally to attenuate oscillatory signal components at frequencies outside the alpha band [46].

2.4. Trial weighted inter-trial phase coherence

Inter-trial phase coherence (ITPC) is commonly used for quantifying event-related phase modulation [47]. ITPC is a scalar value that ranges from \([0, 1]\) and is derived from an ensemble of phase values at a particular time point in trials. A value closer to 0 indicates low phase alignment among the trials at that particular time point, while an ITPC value closer to 1 indicates high alignment of phase angles across trials [45] at that point. As a simple example, if there is a systematic effect across N trials where at time point \( t_{\text{example}} \) oscillatory activity shows similar phase (e.g., close to “peak” of a sine wave), we would expect for the single ITPC value we derive at time point \( t_{\text{example}} \) for these \( N \) trials to be closer to 1 rather than 0. In order to identify effects most relevant to the rTMS treatment, we focused our analysis on electrodes at (F3) and adjacent to (FP1, F7) the stimulation site over DLPCF (the same channels were previously used to determine IAF).

The accuracy of the phase estimation of the Hilbert transform for each pulse train from each session is dependent on the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of each pulse train (the ratio of the quasi-alpha (6–13 Hz) wave to other EEG components (1–30 Hz)). This approximation based on fast Fourier transform (FFT) has errors in the energy sense due to the fact that Hilbert transformation is a unitary operator in the \( L^2 \) space [48,49], so instead of averaging across trials for the phase coherence calculation, each trial was first weighted by its power in the inter pulse train period (epoched dataset Pre; see Fig. 2). Relative power was used to calculate the trial weight of phase for each pulse interval with the consideration of consistency and comparability within one session. Relative power was defined as the ratio of absolute quasi-alpha power to the total power calculated from 1 to 30 Hz (spanning delta, theta, alpha and beta bands, see eq (2)). Quasi-alpha power was calculated as the integrated power between 6 and 13 Hz which is the range used to identify the IAF for each subject during the rTMS triggering. The power of the entire spectrum (1–30 Hz) was calculated by Welch’s power spectral density (PSD) estimation method, for which the complete epoch was segmented into eight windows that overlapped 50%. The approximate integrals of absolute quasi-alpha power (6–13 Hz) and total frequency band (1–30 Hz) were calculated with the trapezoidal method of non-unit but uniform spacing which is determined by the frequency resolution (frequency resolution was 0.2441 Hz). More formally, trial weight was calculated as follows:

\[
\alpha_{n,S} = \frac{13}{6} \frac{P_{\text{targeted}}}{n_f df} = \frac{13}{6} \left( \frac{P_{\text{F1}*}}{n_f df} + \frac{P_{\text{F3}*}}{n_f df} + \frac{P_{\text{F7}*}}{n_f df} \right) df
\]  

\[
\alpha_{n,S} = \frac{\alpha_{n,S}}{\sum_{n=1}^{75} \alpha_{n,S}}
\]

where \( \alpha_{n,S} \) is the absolute quasi-alpha power for trial \( n \) from session \( S \); \( 1/\Delta \text{pul} \) is the integral of power between frequency \( \text{f1} \) and \( \text{f2} \) of channel \( j \) for trial \( n \) from session \( S,j = (\text{F1, F3, F7}); \) targeted refers to the near targeted area which includes FP1, F3, and F7; \( \alpha_{n,S} \) is the relative power for trial \( n \) from session \( S \); \( \alpha_{n,S} \) is the trial weight for trial \( n \) from session \( S \).

After the trial weight calculation, the Hilbert Transform(\( H\{\cdot\}\)) was applied to the dataset Post (see Fig. 2) to estimate the instantaneous phase \( \phi_{n,S}(t) \) of signal \( x_{n,S}(t) \) locked to the last TMS pulse for trial \( n \) and channel \( j \), where \( t \in [0, 2.5] \text{ s} \) and \( \phi(t) \in [-\pi, \pi] \),
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rTMS treatment sessions (one treatment each weekday). In each session, there were two 5-min rest periods (before the first and after the last pulse train). Each treatment consisted of 75 rTMS pulse trains/session (3000 pulses/session). In each rTMS pulse train, 40 TMS pulses were delivered at the IAF for each subject. Two datasets were split off from the EEG recordings during the treatment session: \text{Pre} was used for estimating the trial weight of each pulse train, \text{Post} was used for computing the post-stimulation trial weighted inter-trial phase coherence. After all treatment sessions, another scan (scan #2) was done with the fET system to obtain the post-treatment preferred phase \(\phi_{\text{post}}\).

\[
\phi(t) = \arctan\left( \frac{H[x(t)]}{X[x(t)]} \right), \quad \phi(t) \in [-\pi, \pi] 
\]

We then transformed the phase angle back to the analytic signal \(Z_n(t)\) in the real and complex domain using Euler’s formula.

\[
Z_{nj}(t) = re^{i\phi_{nj}(t)} = r \cos(\phi_{nj}(t)) + i \times r \sin(\phi_{nj}(t)), \quad r = 1
\]

Our approach of calculating ITPC was slightly modified from the standard approach introduced by Ref. [36]. Instead of simply averaging \(Z_{nj}(t)\) across the trials (i.e., subscript \(n\)), we calculated a weighted average, where the analytic signal for each trial was weighted by coefficients \(\omega_{nS}\) that were derived based on relative quasi-alpha power for that trial, as described earlier (see Equation (3)). That way the absolute part of the intermediate result, \(Z_{jS}(t)\), represented trial weighted ITPC for channel (electrode) \(j\), which resulted in a \(3 \times 625\) matrix of ITPC values for each session. Each row represents one channel (FP1, F3, and F7) and columns represent the samples in a trial (width of epoch of dataset \text{Post}, 2.5 s \times 250 Hz sampling rate). Finally, for the spatial average, we calculate the circular mean across these three EEG channels and obtain the absolute value, which is the post-stimulation ITPC(t) of the near target region. Based on these resulting time series, we determined the ITPC for the time range \([0, 2.5]\) post rTMS pulse train (see Fig. 3).

\[
Z_{jS}(t) = \sum_{n=1}^{n-75} e^{i \phi_{nj}(t)} \times \omega_{nS} 
\]

\[
\text{ITPC}_S(t) = \frac{1}{3} \sum_{j=1}^{j=3} Z_{jS}(t) = \frac{1}{3} \sum_{j=1}^{j=3} \sum_{n=1}^{n=75} e^{i \phi_{nj}(t)} \times \omega_{nS} \] 

where \(\text{ITPC}_S(t)\) refers to the average ITPC value for session \(S\) at time \(t\) post rTMS; \(|Z_{jS}|\) refers to the ITPC value of channel \(j\) from session \(S\; \text{of session}\ S; \; \omega_{nS}\) is the trial weight for trial \(n\) of session \(S\).

2.5. Correlation between first post-stimulation ITPC peak and treatment session

At the subject level, in order to see how this brain synchronization after an rTMS pulse train changes across sessions, Spearman correlation (Spearman’s \(\rho\)) was used to capture the relationship between the first post-stimulation ITPC peak (referred to as ITPC_{max} [1]), which is defined as the first local maximum of the ITPC following the last TMS pulse in a train, see Fig. 3 and the details of first peak detection are available in S.6 of the supplementary materials) and the treatment session number [50]. The range of Spearman’s \(\rho\) is \([-1, 1]\), with 1 indicating perfect correlation, −1 perfect anticorrelation and 0 that there is no monotonic association between two variables [51].

2.6. Generalized linear mixed-effects model

We used a generalized linear mixed-effects model (GLMM) to analyze changes in ITPC_{max} [1] across sessions as a function of treatment arm (SYNC vs UNSYNC). A GLMM is an extension to the generalized linear model (GLM) in which the linear predictor contains random effects in addition to the usual fixed effects [52]. The general form of a GLMM as per [53] is as follows:

\[
y = X\beta + Z\mu + \epsilon 
\]

where \(y\) is the outcome variable; \(X\) represents the predictor variables; \(\beta\) is a column vector of the fixed-effects regression coefficients; \(Z\) is the design matrix for the random effects (the random complement to the fixed \(X\)); \(\mu\) is a vector of the random effects (the random complement to the fixed \(\beta\)); and \(\epsilon\) is a column vector of the residuals.

We used the GLMM in Matlab (Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox, Matlab 2018b, Mathworks, USA) to investigate the
relationship between $\text{ITPC}_{\text{max}}^{[1]}$ and the corresponding independent variables which include stimulation frequency (IAF), relative quasi-alpha power $a_P$, session number of each treatment, and subject’s treatment group (SYNC or UNSYNC). The fixed-effects in the model included stimulation frequency, relative quasi-alpha power, treatment group, session number, the interaction between treatment group and relative power, and the interaction between treatment group and session number. The subject difference was modeled by grouping variable $\text{sub}$ as random-effects. Therefore, the final model is:

$$
\ln \left( \frac{\text{ITPC}_{\text{max}}^{[1]}}{1 - \text{ITPC}_{\text{max}}^{[1]}} \right) 
\sim \text{stimf} + (\text{session} + a_P) \times \text{condition} + (1|\text{sub}) 
+ \epsilon, \quad \ln \left( \frac{\text{ITPC}_{\text{max}}^{[1]}}{1 - \text{ITPC}_{\text{max}}^{[1]}} \right) \in [0, 1]
$$

where $\text{ITPC}_{\text{max}}^{[1]}$ refers to the first post-stimulation ITPC peak value for each session; $\text{stimf}$ refers to the stimulation frequency for each session; $\text{session}$ is the corresponding session number (e.g., the first treatment is 1); $a_P$ is the relative quasi-alpha power for each session; $\text{condition}$ is the SYNC(1) or UNSYNC(-1) group; $\text{sub}$ represents each subject (e.g., the first subject is 1). In addition, because the range of $\text{ITPC}_{\text{max}}^{[1]}$ is between 0 and 1 ($\text{ITPC} \in [0, 1] \Rightarrow \text{ITPC}_{\text{max}}^{[1]} \in [0, 1]$), the logit link function is applied in this linear model.

### 3. Results

Fifteen patients with treatment resistant depression (part of a double-blind clinical trial, see Material and Method Section) were enrolled and assigned randomly to either of the two treatment arms, SYNC (experimental treatment) or UNSYNC (active comparator) (see Table 1). A preferred phase of quasi-alpha EEG, defined as the phase at which a TMS pulse to left DLPFC evoked strongest activity in dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC), was determined for every subject in a single session of combined tET (see S1 in supplementary materials for details). Patients participated in 30
treatment sessions, only one session per work day for six weeks (extended to seven weeks if sessions were skipped). For these treatment sessions, participants were seated comfortably in an adjustable armchair with the EEG-rTMS setup (see Fig. 1). Every closed-loop EEG-rTMS treatment session (see Fig. 2) started with 5 min of resting state recording where an individual alpha frequency (IAF) and triggering threshold (RMSE) was determined (see S.4 in supplementary materials for details). The closed-loop EEG-rTMS treatment for one session lasted approximately 30 min, and patients received 75 pulse trains of rTMS, with 40 pulses per train over the left DLPFC at 120% of intensity relative to their individual motor threshold (see S.3 in supplementary materials for how motor threshold was determined). The interval between pulses in a pulse train was set to ∆tg = 1/IAF (e.g., 125 ms for a patient with alpha frequency of 8 Hz) for both the SYNC and UNSYNC groups. For patients who were assigned to the group SYNC, the first TMS pulse in each train of 40 pulses was triggered at the individual’s preferred phase, as determined from the initial IET session (∆ϕα = ∆ϕpre). For patients in the UNSYNC group, the preferred phase was not targeted, but instead the target phase was drawn randomly from a uniform distribution over the range [0, 2π] for the first pulse in every rTMS pulse train (∆ϕα = U[0, 2π]). The hardware setup and software used to administer the EEG-guided rTMS is described in more detail in S.2 of supplementary materials (also see Refs. [24,37]).

3.1. SYNC patients show increased inter-trial phase coherence over sessions and decreased phase difference relative to the optimal phase for the therapeutic target

Fig. 4 shows examples of how the ITPC, for a given session, is estimated from the raw data for both SYNC and UNSYNC subjects. Post-stimulation, we observed an increase across sessions in the first ITPC peak (or ITPCmax[1]) around the stimulation site (left DLPFC, based on electrodes F3, F1, and F7) for SYNC patients relative to the control group UNSYNC (Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, Table 3). Specifically, for the SYNC experimental group, three of seven subjects showed a statistically significant (p < 0.05) increase in the post-stimulation ITPCmax[1] over sessions (see Table 3), suggesting that more days of treatment with phase synchronized rTMS was associated with increasingly greater post-stimulation alignment in quasi-alpha phase between trials. For the UNSYNC control group, this effect was observed for only one of eight subjects (see Table 3). Fig. 5 compares the changes in the post-stimulation ITPCmax[1] for SYNC and UNSYNC groups both by session and by week. We see that five SYNC group subjects show an increase in quasi-alpha entrainment represented by positive ∆ITPCmax[1] between the first and last session (where the first session value was subtracted as baseline, see Fig. 5 (A)). Group level effects were tested with non-parametric tests. A two-sided Wilcoxon signed rank test was used to test the difference between the first and last session within each group, where the null hypothesis was that the difference between the first and last session comes from a distribution with zero median [54]. A Wilcoxon rank sum test was also used to test the difference between the first and last session across groups, with the null hypothesis being they come from the same population [54]. As there may be noise/variation in the measurement of each single treatment session, we also did a similar analysis by averaging sessions across week. This analysis was similar to the session comparison, except ∆ITPCmax[1] was calculated between the first and last week (where all sessions in a week were averaged and the ITPC of the first week was subtracted as baseline, see Fig. 5 (B)). The group level effect is the most significant (p = 0.0059) between SYNC and UNSYNC groups in the week comparison. This indicates that though the impact may be variable across individual days, EEG synchronized rTMS treatment is associated with greater post-stimulation quasi-alpha entrainment, compared to unsynchronized treatment, over the long-term across multiple sessions extending over weeks.

We also investigated the relationship between each subject’s peak quasi-alpha entrainment phase (∆ϕent) and their individual preferred phase that maximally engaged the ACC target (∆ϕpre from pre-treatment scan and ∆ϕpost from post-treatment scan). Here, ∆ϕent is the corresponding phase at the time when the first post-stimulation ITPC peak, ITPCmax[1], was found (see Fig. 4, i.e., the entrainment phase calculated based on electrode F3 for subject #P09, #Session 18 is 316.4724°). Specifically, we looked at the difference, both at the beginning of the treatment and at the end of the six weeks, between the ∆ϕpre and the phase eliciting the maximal response in the ACC target region. As mentioned earlier, the pre-treatment preferred phase (∆ϕpre) was determined using a simultaneous IET scan. We also performed a second post-treatment IET scan at the end of the six-week treatments to determine the preferred phase at that point (∆ϕpost), since treatment itself could potentially affect the phase relationship between the TMS and the activity at the therapeutic target, namely the ACC. First, we obtained the corresponding ∆ϕent at the time that ITPCmax[1] was detected for the treatments of the first and last week, where each week included 5 treatment sessions. Then the circular mean was calculated to represent the entrainment phase of the first (∆ϕent,1st) and last week (∆ϕent, last). For the first week we computed the differences, for each subject, of ∆ϕent,1st and ∆ϕpre computed pre-treatment, while for the last week we computed the differences of ∆ϕent, last relative to ∆ϕpost. Fig. 5(C) and (D) show the results for each treatment group. For the SYNC group, 5 out of 7 subjects’ phase differences (entrainment phase minus preferred target phase) decrease from the first to the last week, indicating that the entrainment phase and preferred target phase are converging over the treatment sessions. Conversely, in the UNSYNC group, we see this convergence in only 1 out of 6 subjects. Note that two UNSYNC subjects are excluded here because their post-treatment fET scans were not available. A Kruskal-Wallis test was used to test the null hypothesis that the phase difference in the first and last week in each group (SYNC vs UNSYNC) comes from the same distribution [55]. Treating the direction of the phase changes (clockwise vs counterclockwise) as different and considering the magnitude of the differences, we find we can reject the null hypothesis (p = 0.0455) at the 5% significance level. We performed a second test to investigate whether an increase/decrease of phase was different across the groups, regardless of the magnitude of the individual changes for each subject. We applied Fisher’s exact test to Table 2 to test if there are nonrandom associations between the categorical findings of increase/decrease of phase difference in SYNC and UNSYNC groups. The result of Fisher’s test is p = 0.1026, thus we cannot reject the null hypothesis of no nonrandom association between the categorical variables (SYNC vs UNSYNC) at the 5% significance level. This finding, together with the analysis taking the magnitude of the phase difference into account and the significant increase in entrainment over time, is consistent with an interpretation that there is a shift in phase that is induced in the SYNC group. Thus the individual entrainment phase appears to move toward the individual preferred phase, i.e., toward the phase associated with the strongest BOLD activation in the ACC after subjects received rTMS treatment synchronized to their quasi-alpha activity (mainly alpha activity).
3.2. Evidence for entrainment both locally over the stimulation site and distally over the therapeutic target

In support of our hypothesis, we found a significant group level effect, where \( ITPC_{\text{max}}^{[1]} \) increased across sessions only when rTMS was synchronized to individual preferred phase (SYNC group). Specifically, we observed a statistically significant effect of the interaction between the factors session-number (1–30) and treatment group (SYNC and UNSYNC) on \( ITPC_{\text{max}}^{[1]} \) as the dependent variable (generalized linear mixed effects model; \( \beta = 0.0307, p = 0.0000, R^2 = 0.4329 \); see Table 4). Fig. 6 (A) shows the marginal effect of session-number on \( ITPC_{\text{max}}^{[1]} \) for the SYNC group on the near target region which includes electrodes FP1, F7 and F3 (\( ITPC_{\text{max}}^{[1]} = 0.2980, ITPC_{\text{max}}^{[30]} = 0.5182, \Delta ITPC_{\text{max}}^{[1]} = 0.2202 \); see Fig. 6 (A)). No significant effect was observed for an increasing session-number on \( ITPC_{\text{max}}^{[1]} \) for the UNSYNC group (\( ITPC_{\text{max}}^{[1]} = 0.3204, ITPC_{\text{max}}^{[30]} = 0.3289, \Delta ITPC_{\text{max}}^{[1]} = 0.0085 \); see Fig. 6 (A)). No significant effects were found for stimulation frequency (IAF) or session-number and treatment group alone. Random effects covariance parameters are shown in Table 5. We conducted the same analysis as a function of the EEG channels used to compute the post-stimulation \( ITPC_{\text{max}}^{[1]} \) (e.g. contralateral to rTMS target, see Fig. 6 (B)). The \( ITPC_{\text{max}}^{[1]} \) increase across sessions (\( \Delta ITPC_{\text{max}}^{[1]} \)) is largest near the rTMS targeted area and fades to be non-significant in the area contralateral to the rTMS target (see Fig. 6).
4. Discussion

In this paper, differences in the consistency of TMS phase-locked responses were evaluated using an ITPC comparison between patients in SYNC versus UNSYNC groups. We showed that ITPC\textsubscript{max}\{\} observed after TMS pulse trains over the left DLPFC region significantly increased across treatment sessions for patients who received SYNC rTMS treatment, while it did not for patients in the active control condition UNSYNC. This result suggests that long-term continuous synchronized rTMS treatments over left DLPFC could lead to greater brain synchronization and entrainment in the targeted area in treatment-refractory MDD patients.

Despite rTMS being approved as a treatment for MDD, there continues to be a need to improve its efficacy [9,10,56]. In a recent study [57], reported on over 5000 patients treated at more than 100 private practice sites since FDA approval. Four to six weeks of daily rTMS resulted in 28–62% remission, and 58 to 83% response (over 50% reduction in symptoms). These results are impressive. However, around 20% of patients with medication-refractory depression do not respond to rTMS treatment as it is delivered today, which ignores the EEG phase of delivery and treatment length. As suggested by our prior studies using the fET system, synchronizing the TMS pulse to an individual's brain state over long periods of time is a method that is important for reaching deep areas such as the ACC.
so it may more efficiently engage the therapeutic target and affect the dynamics of the circuit that includes more than the DLPFC [24,34]. As this is a blinded ongoing trial, we are not yet able to test whether the entrainment effect seen here is linked to improved clinical response.

The observed increasing phase alignment over sessions may be attributable to neuroplasticity in the brain circuitry that gives rise to the prefrontal quasi-alpha oscillation [58,59]. We hypothesized that the phase of prefrontal alpha represents a gating mechanism to the prefrontal quasi-alpha oscillation [58,59]. We hypothesized that the phase of prefrontal alpha represents a gating mechanism for enhancing neuronal responses and perceptual sensitivity. Another study observed a sustained oscillatory echo in the left inferior frontal gyri (IFG) when stimulated at the beta frequency, with subjects having stronger entrainment showing more memory impairment [64]. Since our study is a double-blind clinical trial of MDD patients, the entrainment we observe can be examined relative to clinical improvement (such as higher rates of depression remission or response rate) and will provide a rigorous test of the hypothesis that entrainment effects are clinically meaningful.

Our results also show that the level of quasi-alpha entrainment post phase-locked rTMS treatment depends on whether rTMS was consistently locked to a specific phase in the cycle or not (i.e., SYNC or UNSYNC). Multiple studies have demonstrated that the modulation of brain excitability can depend on phase. Researchers in [15], for example, designed a close-loop system which combines different neuromodulation techniques (TMS and transcranial Alternating Current Stimulation (tACS)) and demonstrated that it can precisely hit the target phase to induce a phase dependent motor evoked potential (MEP) modulation with a phase lag. Researchers also found that cortico-cortical excitability is influenced by the phase of oscillatory activity at the time of the stimulus [65]. Using a closed-loop EEG-TMS system other researchers showed that the efficacy of TMS-induced plasticity in human motor cortex is determined by real-time EEG-defined excitability states [28]. Furthermore [66], reported that by applying controllable phase-synchronized rTMS with tACS, they were able to induce and stabilize neuro-oscillatory resting-state activity at targeted frequencies. It is noteworthy that these previous studies investigated effects that were tied to phase targets that were fixed and the same for all subjects (e.g. +90° and −90°). In contrast, here we selected a subject specific preferred phase by determining the phase that maximized BOLD response in the ACC. We found that there was some inter-subject variability in terms of which preferred phase elicited the strongest BOLD response to TMS. Our findings further complement the existing body of research, which has focused on short-term/immediate effects, with evidence that points to long-term entrainment effects.

Differences in brain synchronization changes, measured as post-stimulation quasi-alpha entrainment across treatment sessions in the targeted region, were found between SYNC and UNSYNC groups. For patients that received SYNC condition treatment (i.e.,

Table 4
Fixed effects coefficients (95% CIs).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>t-Stat.</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
<th>Lower CI</th>
<th>Upper CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>−0.3929</td>
<td>0.3371</td>
<td>−1.1655</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>0.2445</td>
<td>−1.0556</td>
<td>0.2697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stimf</td>
<td>−0.0405</td>
<td>0.0256</td>
<td>−1.5803</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>0.1148</td>
<td>−0.0909</td>
<td>0.0099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\alpha_y)</td>
<td>−0.3128</td>
<td>0.5875</td>
<td>−0.5323</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>0.5948</td>
<td>−1.4675</td>
<td>0.8420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
<td>0.0018</td>
<td>0.3487</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>0.7275</td>
<td>−0.0062</td>
<td>0.0089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>−0.1355</td>
<td>0.3145</td>
<td>−0.4309</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>0.6668</td>
<td>−0.7537</td>
<td>0.4827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\alpha_y)-condition</td>
<td>−1.5174</td>
<td>0.8257</td>
<td>−1.8378</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>0.0668</td>
<td>−3.1401</td>
<td>0.1054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>session</td>
<td>condition</td>
<td>0.0307</td>
<td>0.0058</td>
<td>5.2647</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0192</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3
Spearman correlation between post-stimulation trial weighted first post-stimulation ITFC peak (ITFC\(_{\text{mef}}\)) and Session; (*** indicates significant under a 99.9% confidence level; ** indicates significant under a 95% confidence level; * indicates significant under a 90% confidence level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>(P)</th>
<th>(p)-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P01</td>
<td>unsync</td>
<td>0.4612</td>
<td>0.0110(*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P02</td>
<td>unsync</td>
<td>0.1462</td>
<td>0.4392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P03</td>
<td>unsync</td>
<td>0.0670</td>
<td>0.7244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P04</td>
<td>unsync</td>
<td>0.0056</td>
<td>0.9775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P05</td>
<td>unsync</td>
<td>−0.0478</td>
<td>0.8015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P06</td>
<td>unsync</td>
<td>−0.0726</td>
<td>0.5100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P07</td>
<td>unsync</td>
<td>−0.0170</td>
<td>0.9323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P08</td>
<td>unsync</td>
<td>−0.2796</td>
<td>0.1343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P09</td>
<td>sync</td>
<td>0.7320</td>
<td>0.0000(****)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>sync</td>
<td>0.4585</td>
<td>0.0115(*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>sync</td>
<td>0.4011</td>
<td>0.0391(*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>sync</td>
<td>0.3112</td>
<td>0.0944(.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td>sync</td>
<td>0.1773</td>
<td>0.3471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P14</td>
<td>sync</td>
<td>0.0553</td>
<td>0.7795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15</td>
<td>sync</td>
<td>−0.1430</td>
<td>0.4492</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
onset of rTMS time-locked to preferred instead of random phase), the consistency of the TMS phase-locked response across trials increased as the number of treatment sessions increased. This was observed as an increase in the first ITPC peak value post-stimulation, ITPC\textsubscript{max}[1], across sessions. For patients in the UNSYNC group, no such effect was observed. Interestingly, on subject-level, one participant in the UNSYNC group showed statistically significant phase entrainment at a considerable correlation strength (\(p = 0.011\ 0; r = 0.46\)). From reviewing demographic information and EEG data that are available at this stage of this double-blind study we have no explanation yet for this outlier. Other studies also investigated condition-specific brain synchronization differences after rTMS treatment with phase-focused measurements: [67] for example, found frequency-dependent brain connectivity changes in MDD-responders and MDD-non-responders after rTMS sessions using the Phase Locking Value (PLV). This result suggests that an increase in phase synchronization in the EEG after rTMS treatment could indicate which patients are more likely to respond with a clinically significant improvement in MDD-symptoms. Similar results have been shown elsewhere [68] based on another metric called Phase Lag Index (PLI). In a recent study [69], provided evidence for TMS-induced entrainment of alpha activity in occipital cortex using the ITPC metric. In accordance with the findings of these previous studies, we also found evidence in support of phase entrainment, specifically on a longer time scale of multi-week synchronized rTMS treatments.

### 4.1. Limitations

While these findings are promising, there are a number of limitations to this study that should be considered when interpreting these findings more broadly. Specifically, while we found evidence for quasi-alpha phase entrainment in the condition SYNC, our study was not designed to determine whether any randomly chosen phase, rather than the predetermined subject-specific

---

**Table 5**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>std</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group: sub (15 Levels)</td>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>0.33875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group: Error</td>
<td>sqrt(Dispersion)</td>
<td>0.10561</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
showed that across subjects, a negative alpha addition to alpha, which is why we refer to the signal as quasi-alpha rather than alpha EEG. In fact, the two subjects who presented the highest effect size from the intervention had average target frequencies in the range of high theta frequencies, further suggesting not only prefrontal alpha oscillation but other physiologically meaningful oscillatory activities might have been included, which requires further investigation. Another limitation of this study is our relatively small sample size, and future studies replicating these results in larger samples are warranted. In addition, the patients receiving rTMS treatment continued to take their medication during the experiment. This was consistent across treatment arms but could conceivably influence patients’ brain activity. In this study, we measured the first ITPC peak after rTMS offset to index and track brain synchronization across sessions. Future research could include other non-linear measurements like PLV or complexity analysis such as Higuchi fractal dimension (FD) and Lempel-Ziv Complexity. In fact, several studies have shown brain connectivity differences in MDD-responders after receiving rTMS treatment [67] and EEG complexity differences after rTMS between MDD-responders and non-responders based on FD [70,71] or Lempel-Ziv complexity [72].

An additional limitation is the selection of the right mastoid as the reference. Prior to the start of the clinical trial, multiple reference methods were considered, including Laplacian, common average reference (CAR), and mastoids. Preliminary analyses indicated choosing the right mastoid provided the most stable alpha signal for system targeting. This provided an increase in SNR at the possible cost of being less certain if the quasi-alpha oscillation was primarily frontal, driven by posterior regions due to volume conduction, or mixed with oscillation in the motor area. While initial analyses comparing the phase of occipital and parietal regions to the phase of F3 suggest these more posterior regions are not the primary drivers of the frontal quasi-alpha signal studied, it is possible that this prefrontal oscillation is mixed with oscillations near motor area for several subjects. More investigation into optimized brain region and EEG signal targets, referencing schemes, and motor area is required (see S.10 in supplemental material). There is also a need for additional sham control conditions in TMS studies; TMS is a considerable source of sensory stimulation and sham-based control conditions are important so that TMS-based experiments can be interpreted correctly and potential confounds can be ruled out [73,74]. During the original experimental design, an additional control condition that included sham TMS was considered, but we were unable to practically add additional arms to the study. Future experiments must include sham-based controls to rule out any potential confounds from the sensory stimulation associated with TMS. Though hypothetical, it is also possible the most relevant brain activity changes after rTMS occurred during the first 128 ms of EEG data immediately after the TMS pulse train; then we could have missed them as this time window was not included in our ITPC analysis due to the noise induced by bandpass filtering on each TMS pulse train segment. Novel and more powerful signal processing methods would be required to study relevant effects in these time windows. Finally, once our double-blind clinical trial is completed, clinical results on changes in depression scores should be included and compared.

5. Conclusions

To our knowledge, this is the first study to track changes in brain synchronization reflecting phase entrainment at 6–13 Hz across multiple weeks of rTMS treatments (6–7 weeks of 30 sessions). The observed increase in brain synchronization across treatments suggests that the efficacy of rTMS may be improved with synchronized rTMS pulse triggering. Moreover, combining fET and EEG-rTMS proved to be valuable for exploring the physiological and therapeutic effects of phase-synchronized stimulation in patients with MDD, especially those with treatment-refractory depression.
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